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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Since the invention of the first machine, man has talked to his 

machines in one way or another. Only recently though has man attempted 

to make his machines recognize his utterances and interpret them. 

The majority of these attempts have involved the use of the computer. 

Although the computer is a common ingredient in many of these attempts, 

its use is often varied. 

Some attempts, such as those made by Clark [1], involve extensive 

use of the computer. Clark's word recognition scheme involves the 

calculation of an optimal set of orthogonal basis components which 

represent one spoken word. When an 11 Unknown 11 word is spoken, Clark's 

algorithm projects this 11 Unknown 11 word onto each of the orthogonal 

basis components of 11 known 11 words. The algorithm then determines the 

correlation coefficients between the "unknown" word and each of the 

set of 11 known" words. A final examination of the correlation 

coefficients allows the determination of the spoken word. This 

procedure requires many calculations and hence much computer time. 

The fast Fourier transformation and optimization techniques Clark 

used to determine the correlation coefficients require approximately 

24 minutes, while recognition time is between 16 and 30 seconds, 

depending upon the number of time segments examined for a record. 

Ito and Donaldson [2] have attempted to establish a voice 

recognition system through the use of the zero-crossing rates of the 
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input voice waveform. Zero-crossing rates are interesting in that 

they are independent of speaker val ume and are apparently 1 ess speaker 

dependent than spectral data. Ito and Donaldson explored the use 

of zero-crossing rates with unfiltered, filtered, and differentiated 

speech waveforms. They found zero-crossing rates differentiated 

between certain unvoiced fricatives if the speech waveform was 

differentiated. However, they found that zero-crossing rates alone 

were insufficient for complete vowel separation and classification 

of stop constants. 

In their work, Reddy and Vincens [3] describe how zero-crossing 

information with amplitude information and the aid of a "smoothing 

function" can be utilized in the segmentation of connected speech. 

Reddy and Vincens apparently obtain reasonable segmentation in that 

they divided spoken sentences or utterances into phonemes. However, 

there is no preprocessing hardware in their system, other than a 

microphone and an analog to digital converter; this means that their 

software involves time delays which may be troublesome in practice. 

It should also be noted that their work only provides segmentation 

for an utterance with no attempt being made to recognize what was 

spoken. 

There has been other work in which less emphasis was placed 

upon the recognition software and greater emphasis placed upon 

preprocessing hardware. Miller, Ross, and Wine [4] developed a 

voice recognition system for a remote time-shared computer environ

ment which employed signal conditioning before digitization. A flow 



chart of their preprocessing hardware is given in Figure 1. They 

first used a bank of bandpass filters to divide the voice spectrum 

into twelve frequency bands. The output of each filter was input to 

a logarithmic amplifier. The output of the amplifier was then 

combined with the logarithms of the other filter outputs to obtain 

the ratios of the energies between the different channels. These 

ratios were then digitized and input to a computer. Although this 

system utilized preprocessing hardware, it allowed for great flexi

bility in recognition algorithms. Miller, Ross, and Wine initially 

used a simple Hamming distance measure in their recognition algorithm 

and obtained moderately successful results. Through the addition of 

more algorithms a better recognition rate was obtained along with 

faster response. In this system, the response time was between 

1 and 2 seconds. 

Examination of each of the papers previously described reveals 

an interesting point. It seems that when much reliance is placed 

upon recognition software, the recognition rate, i.e. the proportion 

of correctly recognized utterances, is good, but the response time 

3 

is poor. Conversely, when more emphasis is upon hardware, recognition 

time is low, but the recognition rate is unsatisfactory. A trade-

off between hardware and software seems to be necessary in order to 

obtain a good voice recognition system. 

In this work, a voice recognition system is proposed in which 

greater emphasis is placed on hardware than on software. The hardware 

proposed in this development will be slightly more involved than that 
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used by Miller, Ross, and Wine which was discussed earlier. The 

software will not be sophisticated enough to recognize connected 

speech. It will only recognize utterances which can be spoken within 

an appropriate time interval. This is certainly not the optimum 

balance between software and hardware, but the author believes all 

that is needed to achieve such a balance is the creation of slightly 

more sophisticated software which will provide for the recognition 

of connected speech. 

In all of the papers discussed, the voice recognition system 

was speaker dependent. One of the primary objectives of this effort 

is to develop a voice recognition system which is far less dependent 

upon the speaker than are other existing systems. This will be 

accomplished through the use of a hardware frequency normalization 

technique. This technique will compensate for variations in a 

speaker's pitch. 

The answer to the general problem of voice recognition is not 

clear at this time. The problem is complex. Different speakers 

produce different sounds, and the same speaker cannot predictably 

reproduce the same sounds. The speaker talks at different speeds. 

A speaker's pitch will also change as he talks. The volume of his 

voice will also vary. All of these characteristics define a unique 

speaker at a particular instant in time. 

A voice recognition system need not differentiate between 

speakers in order to be effective. Its primary objective is to 

obtain and translate information the speaker is communicating into 
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information the computer can interpret. 

Questions which will be addressed as they arise in the develop

ment of the proposed recognition system are as follows: 

1. How much time delay is involved in this system before 
an utterance is recognized? 

2. What type of speakers will be using this system? 
Will they be male or female, or both? 

3. What degree of recognition rate is obtained by 
this system? 

4. Will this system recognize continuous speech or 
will the speaker have to dictate in short one
word utterances? 

5. What kind of vocabulary will this system have? 

6. How large will the vocabulary of this be? 

7. How large must the computer be in order to 
operate this system? 

8. Will the recognition of this system be performed 
in "rea 111 time? 

Chapter II will analyze spectral information to lay the ground 

work for the design of the recognition hardware. 

Chapter III will discuss design of the recognition hardware, 

including the frequency normalization scheme which will compensate 

for pitch variations. 

Chapter IV will introduce an algorithm which will have little 

time delay and which can be augmented by additional decision 

algorithms. 

Chapter V will present concluding remarks concerning the 

6 



previously developed voice recognition system which shed new light 

on the problem of voice recognition. Recommendations concerning 

future work will also be presented. 
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CHAPTER II 

SPEECH PATTERNS 

In order to design a voice recognition system, an examination 

of information concerning speech patterns is necessary. Hunt and 

Coates [5] generated interesting data in their implementation of a 

voice recognition system. The hardware they used consisted 

essentially of a bank of thirty-one bandpass filters with center 

frequencies and bandwidths as indicated in Table 1. The outputs of 

the filters were then input to an analog to digital converter 

through a thirty-two channel field effect transistor gate analog 

multiplexer. The output of the analog to digital converter was then 

fed into a computer and processed. 

Utilizing this hardware, Hunt and Coates were able to generate 

a type of spectrogram for a certain utterance. Some of these 

spectrograms are illustrated in Figures 2 through 8 reproduced 

as in [5]. Each row of Figures 2 through 8 represents the output 

of a certain bandpass filter during the utterance. The bottom row 

represents the output of bandpass filter 1 while the top row represents 

the output of filter 31. Each column represents a particular sample 

time during the voicing. The time between each sample·was 10 

milliseconds. The amplitude of a filter output at a particular time 

is designated by the symbol in the space which is intersected by the 

row representing that filter and the column representing that sample 

time. The amplitude values increase as the numerals 1 through 7 and 
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Filter 
Number 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 

TABLE 1 

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE FILTERBANK 
USED BY HUNT AND COATES [5] 

Center Lower Cutoff 
Frequency (HZ) Frequency (HZ) 

112 100 
141 125 
178 160 
224 200 
282 255 
356 315 
447 400 
562 500 
707 635 
892 795 

1100 1005 
]300 1210 
1500 1410 
1700 1620 
1900 1810 
2100 2020 
2300 2220 
2500 2430 
2700 2625 
2900 2830 
3100 3030 
3300 3205 
3500 3410 
3700 3605 
3900 3805 
4100 4005 
4300 4205 
4500 4405 
4700 4605 
4900 4805 

5000 

9 

Upper Cutoff 
Frequency (HZ) 

130 
160 
200 
255 
315 
400 
500 
630 
795 

1005 
1210 
1410 
1610 
1820 
2020 
2230 
2435 
2635 
2830 
3040 
3230 
3405 
3605 
3805 
4005 
4200 
4405 
4605 
4805 
5000 
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and continue to increase with the letters A through E. The numeral 

1 is given a certain threshold value; blank spaces represent 

amplitudes less than this threshold value and are considered noise. 

Each of these spectrograms was divided into several parts: 

consonants, vowel-like segments, and the trailing portion of the 

utterance that was discarded. This discarded portion was defined 

by Hunt and Coates as the final vowel-like portion of the word which 

has four or less filters with outputs above a certain threshold per 

time point. Hunt and Coates claim that only voicing information 

exists in this portion and it is therefore expendable. 

Upon examination of these spectrograms, it is evident that 

each of the digits displayed has a unique "pattern". With this 

information alone, a voice recognition system could be constructed 

utilizing a masking type approach. This approach could have a 

standardized pattern or spectrogram for each word or utterance in 

17 

the system vocabulary. Unknown utterances could then be compared 

directly to these standardized patterns and the pattern which most 

resembles the unknown pattern would be detenmined as the word spoken. 

However, are thirty-one filters necessary? Close examination of the 

spectrograms of Figures 2 through 8 reveals that the number of 

filters could be reduced and the patterns would still be distin

guishable. For instance, the frequencies passed by bandpass filters 

9 through 21 seem to contain most of the information spoken by the 

speaker. It would therefore seem logical that these twelve filters 

would be sufficient to yield excellent recognition. 



When the number of filters is reduced, a problem is encountered 

with pitch variations. The spectrograms of Figures 2 through 8 will 

generally shift up if the pitch increases in frequency and shift 
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down when the pitch decreases in frequency. If the center frequencies 

of the filters remain at their original values, it is possible that 

large variations in pitch will cause a significant shift up or down 

in the spectrogram which would be out of the frequency range of the 

filter bank with a reduced number of filters. This significant shift 

would cause errors in recognition. It is possible to overcome this 

problem by adjusting the center frequency of each of the small group 

of filters for variations in pitch by a certain speaker or variations 

in pitch between different speakers. In such cases, the center 

frequencies of each of the filters would be adjusted to compensate 

for the difference in pitch between the speaker and some standard, 

predetermined speaker•s pitch. In this scheme a type of pitch 

normalization would result which would not discriminate between 

speakers. In the subsequent chapter, hardware will be proposed to 

perform this function. 

Further investigations of the spectrograms of Figures 2 through 

8 reveal that the voicing is completely over in 1 second. Complying 

with the assumption by Hunt and Coates that the 11discarded 11 portion 

of the spectrogram is not useful in the recognition of the word 

would infer that the useful information of the voicing of these simple 

one-syllable words usually lasted approximately one-half of a second. 

In this work, the recognition system developed will recognize short 



utterances such as the alphabet and the digits zero through nine as 

examined by Hunt and Coates. Other short utterances which may be 

spoken within a specified time interval of 1 second may also be 

added to the vocabulary. 
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CHAPTER I II 

DESIGN OF THE RECOGNITION HARDWARE 

In this chapter the design of the voice recognition hardware is 

discussed utilizing the observations of the previous chapters. This 

system will be designed as an interface to a Control Data Corporation 

1604 computer; however, it may be readily adapted to any computer of 

compa ra b 1 e s i ze. 

The hardware required by this system will be shown in Figures 

9 through 15. This hardware contains a microphone which collects 

vocal information and sends the corresponding electrical signals to 

a preamplifier with an automatic volume control. The automatic 

volume control is necessary to allow for variations in distance 

between the microphone and the speaker. When the speaker is near the 

microphone or speaks loudly, the control attenuates the speech 

waveform so it does not overdrive any of the components that follow. 

The output of the preamplifier is input to a bank of twelve bandpass 

filters. This filter bank is rather unique in that at the first 

sample time, the bandpass filters are set up at the center frequencies 

and bandwidths shown in Table 2. These center frequencies and 

bandwidths are picked to cover a broad spectrum so that the initial 

pitch of the speaker may be determined. This "initial condition .. is 

obtained by activating the FETs which switch the constant voltages, 

11 through 1
12 

to the variable bandpass filters. While in this 

"initial condition" state, the output of each bandpass filter is 
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TABLE 2 

CHARACTERISTICS OF FILTER BANK DURING THE FIRST SAMPLE Tlt~E 

Filter Center Lower Cutoff Upper Cutoff 
Number Frequency (HZ) Frequency (HZ) Frequency (HZ) 

1 125 100 150 
2 175 150 200 
3 225 200 250 
4 275 250 300 
5 325 300 350 
6 375 350 400 
7 425 400 450 
8 475 450 500 
9 525 500 550 

10 575 550 600 
11 625 600 650 
12 675 650 700 
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input to a logarithmic amplifier. In addition, all outputs of the 

bandpass filters are input to a summing operational amplifier. The 

output of this summing amplifier is input to a logarithmic amplifier. 

The output of this logarithmic amplifier is then summed with each of 

the other twelve logarithmic amplifiers in order to obtain the ratio 

of the energies of each of the frequency 0ands to the total energy 

of the frequency spectrum examined by the bank of bandpass filters. 

In this manner, a type of amplitude normalization is obtained for 

each band of frequencies corresponding to each bandpass filter [4]. 

Each of these normalized signals is then input to a comparator which 

has as its other input a constant threshold voltage, (Vth). These 

comparators consist of operational amplifiers. The threshold 

voltage, Vth' is connected to the inverting input while the signal 

from the summing amplifier is connected to the noninverting input. 

This configuration will cause the output of the operational amplifier 

to be approximately equal to the positive supply voltage when the 

signal from the summing amplifier is greater than Vth· The output 

of the operational amplifier will be approximately equal to the 

negative supply voltage when Vth is greater than the signal from 

the summing amplifier. The threshold voltage, Vth' is adjusted so 

that only the filters with significant output compared to the 

remaining filters will cause the comparator to switch states. In 

this manner, certain comparators will switch states corresponding to 

the pitch of the speaker. For instance, a speaker might have a high 

pitch voice which would cause the comparators corresponding to 



filters 9, 10, and 11 to switch states. This infonnation must now 

be converted to an analog voltage and then fed back to the filter 

bank so the speaker's pitch may be 11 normalized 11 for the rest of the 

utterance. This conversion is performed by first summing the number 

of comparators which have switched states. The state in which Vth 
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is greater than the signal is forced to be approximately 0 volts 

instead of the negative supply voltage by the use of a diode as 

indicated in Figure 10. The sum of these outputs will be the divisor 

used to obtain an average in cases where more than one comparator is 

switched. The output of each comparator is also applied across a 

potentiometer as shown. These potentiometers are adjusted so the 

output of comparator 1 will be 1 volt when it is switched, the output 

of comparator 2 will be.2 volts when it is switched, etc. The outputs 

of all of these potentiometers are connected to the summing junction 

of another operational amplifier. The output of this amplifier will 

then be the dividend used to obtain an average representing the 

filters which are passing most of the sound energy. The divisor 

previously discussed and the dividend are now input to an analog 

divider and then amplified with an operational amplifier. A FET 

is used to connect a capacitor which is grounded to the output of 

this operational amplifier. The FET is activated during this 

11 initial condition 11 state. The capacitor smooths the output of the 

divider and, in essence, holds the average voltage output from the 

divider during the first sample time. As an example, if filters 

9, 10, and 11 were the only filters passing enough of the voice 
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waveform to overcome Vth' comparators 9, 10, and 11 would switch 

states. This would generate three 11ones" on the input of the sl.lllming 

amplifier used to obtain the divisor. 1 Consequently, 3 volts will 

appear on the output of the amplifier. The output of the summing 

amplifier used to obtain the dividend will also be 3 volts. 2 When 

these voltages are input to the analog d·i.vider, an average of 1 volt 

is obtained. This signal is amplified ten times by an amplifier to 

obtain the average, 10 volts. This voltage would correspond to a 

high pitch voice, and would shift the center frequencies of the bank 

of bandpass filters up in frequency compared to their "normal" setting 

during the utterance. This "normal 11 setting is 1 isted in Table 3. 

This normalizes the present speaker's pitch as compared to the 

"normal" pitch which is taken to be approximately halfway between 

the two extremes of the center frequencies listed in Table 2. The 

outputs of the filter bank will now be approximately the same as 

those for the speaker with "normal .. pitch. 

After the first 10 milliseconds, it is assumed that enough time 

has elapsed in order to generate a representative voltage of the 

pitch across the capacitor. This voltage is amplified by an 

1It is assumed that the ratio of the feedback to input resistance 
of the summing amplifier is such that one "one" on the input of the 
amplifier will produce 1 volt on the output. 

2The ratio of the feedback to input resistance of this amplifier 
is 0.1, therefore instead of 30 volts appearing on the output, there 
are only 3 volts. 
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TABLE 3 

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE FILTER BANK AFTER THE FIRST SAMPLE Tlf~E 

Filter Center Lower Cutoff Opper Cutoff 
Number Frequency (HZ) Frequency (HZ) Frequency (HZ) 

1 707 635 795 
2 892 795 1005 
3 1100 1005 1210 
4 1300 1210 1410 
5 1500 1410 1610 
6 1700 1620 1820 
7 1900 1810 2020 
8 2100 2020 2330 
9 2300 2220 2435 

10 2500 2430 2635 
11 2700 2625 2830 
12 2900 2830 3040 

NOTE: These characteristics apply only when the speaker has 

11 norma 111 pitch. If the speaker talks with a pitch other than the 

11 normal 11 pitch, the filter bank will be adjusted by the pitch 

normalization hardware to compensate for the deviation. 
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operational amplifier with high input impedance. A high input 

impedance is necessary to keep the capacitor from discharging during 

the utterance. At this time, the first set of data is obtained for 

processing by the computer. The FETs which were gating the 11 initial 

condition .. voltages to each of the filters and the FET gating the 

output of the gain-ten amplifier to the capacitor are now deactivated 

and the FETs: which ,gate the voltage representing the pitch deviation 

between the pitch of the present speaker and the 11 normal 11 pitch are 

activated. These FETs will remain activated for the remainder of the 

1 second utterance. Once initialized, the bandpass filters are now 

filtering the voice signal as in the case of initialization. However, 

the frequency spectrum covered by the twelve bandpass filters is 

different. The filter bank has "zeroed-in" on the present speaker's 

pitch. The outputs of the bandpass filters are passed along to the 

logarithmic amplifiers and a ratio of energy of each band is 

determined in the same manner as described in the initialization 

process. The normalized signal is allowed to pass through a different 

path than before. Now it is rectified and integrated as shown in 

Figure 12. The input to the integrator is always positive because 

of the diode and because the summing amplifiers which output the 

ratios of energies are wired in their inverting configuration. Since 

the input to the integrator is always positive, a de voltage will 

build up across the feedback capacitor as shown in Figure 12. 

Every 10 milliseconds, the sample pulse, Pc' sets each flip-

flop and activates the FETs in each integrator so that each integrator 
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is placed in its hold mode and the constant current source, I , is 
c 

connected to the feedback capacitor of each integrator. When the 

constant current source is connected to each capacitor, the capacitor 

will be linearly discharged. The time required for the capacitor to 

discharge to a specific threshold voltage, Vt~' will be proportional 

to the voltage which has built up across the capacitor [6]. Whenever 

the voltage on the capacitor is equal to Vt~' the comparator will 

switch states, clearing the flip-flop and enabling gate DRl which 

sends the 11 input Data Ready 113 signal to the computer provided the 
11 Input Buffer Active 114 signal is a logic one and voicing is taking 

place. This sequence of operations will produce a pulse, P0, from 

the output of each flip-flop which started the moment Pc set the 

flip-flop and was terminated when the comparator cleared the flip

flop. Therefore pulse, PD, is directly proportional in duration to 

the magnitude of the voltage built up across the feedback capacitor 

of the integrator. A timing diagram indicating this sequence of 

operations is shown in Figure 14. 

Once the flip-flop has been cleared by the comparator, the 

false output of the flip-flop enables a gate as shown in Figure 13. 

3Input Data Ready is a control signal to the CDC 1604 computer 
which signifies that the recognition hardware is ready to sent the 
computer some data. 

4Input Buffer Active is a control signal from the CDC 1604 which 
indicates the computer has called for a block of computer words to 
be buffered into the computer. 
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After the gate has been enabled by the false outputs of all twelve 

flip-flops, the gate disconnects the current source and all integrators 

are switched back to the operate mode. In this manner, all integrators 

begin integrating at the same instant in time. The integrators 

continue integrating until the next sample pulse, P , triggers all 
c 

the flip-flops again. When this happens, the cycle merely repeats 

itself. 

To finalize the analog to digital conversion, the pulse, P0, is 

used to enable high frequency clock pulses to each of the twelve, four 

bit counters connected to the output of the recognition hardware as 

shown in Figure 13. Each counter counts up to a certain number which 

is determined by the pulse duration of P0. In this manner, the forty

eight bit input register is loaded with twelve numbers. Each of 

these numbers represents the ratio of the energy content of a partic

ular band of frequencies to the sum of the energy content of the 

twelve bands given by the twelve bandpass filters. 

A diagram of the control logic of the recognition hardware is 

given in Figure 15. In the control logic, a voice activated switch 

connected to the output of the preamplifier is used to drive a flip

flop which initiates and enables the action of the hardware. This 

flip-flop is set by the voice activated switch only if the .. Input 

Buffer Active .. signal is a logic one. When the flip-flop is set, it 

enables the high frequency clock to increment the counters in the 

frequency division network and sets FFl. Since FFl is set, the 

bandpass filters will be placed in the 11 initial condition .. mode so 
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the pitch of the speaker can be determined. After 10 milleseconds, a 

pulse is generated by the frequency division network which terminates 

the "initial condition" mode of the filter bank by clearing FFl. 

When FFl is cleared, the "Set Filters" signal will be generated 

which sets up the bandpass filters to the normalized pitch as 

discussed earlier. The 100 Hertz control signal (Pc) will now 

command the hardware for the next second. Every 10 milliseconds, 

a sample of the spectra 1 information will be sent to the computer 

until the 1.01 seconds signal is generated. When this occurs, the 

control logic will be cleared and the "Input Buffer Active" signal 

will become a logic zero. When this happens, all of the integrators 

are returned to their initial condition mode by using the Integrator 

Initial Conditions signal to switch the appropriate FETs as indicated 

in Figures 9 and 11. In this manner the system will return to the 

same state as when the system was first initialized and the computer 

will have been given 100 computer words which represent a spectrogram 

of the utterance spoken. 



CHAPTER IV 

SOFTWARE FOR THE SYSTEM 

This chapter discusses the software to be used with the hardware 

discussed in the last chapter. The combination of this software and 

hardware make up the voice recognition system design. The recognition 

software consists of a routine which loads into memory the digital 

information generated by the hardware, a main program which processes 

the data, and an output routine which types out the utterance 

recognized on a typewriter. The input routine is a driver which 

loads 100 computer words from the recognition hardware into 100 

memory location in the computer. The main program, called VOICE*, 

obtains a set of file numbers and compares a set of library words 

corresponding to the file numbers to the wo~ input through the 

hardware (a library word consists of 100 computer words). The main 

program selects the closest fit between a library word and the input 

word and then outputs this library word using the output routine. 

The output routine is called RSPONS. This routine is a driver 

which causes the typewriter to output the word recognized by VOICE* 

as being the word spoken into the microhpone. If no word in the 

library is a close enough match to the input word, RSPONS causes the 

typewriter to indicate that the word spoken does not exist in the 

1 i brary. 

The rest of this chapter will discuss the recognition software 

in more detail. This software was written in the CDC 1604 CODAP-1 
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language. This language is the lowest level language available for 

the CDC 1604 aside from machine language on the console. The program 

was written in CODAP-1 in order to attain the fastest possible 

operating software. While this program is not readily adapted to 

other machines which do not use CODAP-1, the basic concepts are 

straightforward and may be applied to any computer. 

The input routine of the program VOICE* stores 100 computer 

words from the recognition hardware in the 100 memory locations 

starting at ALPHA. The input routine for VOICE* is given by the 

instructions starting at the location labeled VOICE and ending just 

before the start of VOICE* in Table 1 of the Appendix. This routine 

was written assuming the recognition hardware is connected to 

buffered channel number five. The terminal address of the block 

of data which is to be input is stored in the lower part of the 

control word for channel five. The terminal address is the number 

ALPHA + 100 and is stored in the lower part of memory location five. 

The input device is then selected with a select code which is 

necessary since there may be more than one device connected to 

channel five. The select logic was omitted from the chapter on 

hardware in the interest of clarity. The logic was built, however, 

and was designed to be selected whenever the select code 11508 

appeared on the external function bits and the "External Function 

Ready" signal was generated. After the recognition hardware has 

been selected, the buffer is activated and 100 computer words are 

loaded into the 100 locations starting at location ALPHA. 



The main program VOICE* is given in CODAP-1 language in Table l 

of the Appendix. VOICE* expects the test word (100 computer words 

generated by the recognition hardware) in the format indicated in 

Table 2 of the Appendix. The base number of each element of the 

array in Table 2 of the Appendix designates a four bit quantity 

which is the ratio of the energy of a certain band of frequencies 

to the sum of the energies of all twelve bands. Thus, the twelve 
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base numbers correspond to the twelve bandpass filters. The subscript 

of each base number represents the sampling instant at which the 

forty-eight bit word was taken. 

In order to find an index number, the norm square of each row 

of the array of Table 2 of the Appendix was stored in the twelve 

locations starting at RNORM as indicated in Table l of the Appendix. 

The norm square of each row will be given by the sum of the squares 

of the elements in each row of the test word. This method of indexing 

allows for a possible time delay in the start of voicing in the test 

word, since zero elements at the first of the test word will not 

affect the norm of each row, provided the buffer operation was not 

terminated before voicing was completed. The evaluation of these 

norm squares is done by the group of instructions starting at location 

COLMBl and ending just before the location FMFLNR. 

VOICE* now compares the norm squares of the test word to the 

library norm squares. A memory map of the library norm squares is 

in Table 3 of the Appendix. Each element in Table 3 of the Appendix 

represents the norm square of a library word. The base number 
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designates the row of the library word, while the subscript is an 

index number used to help locate the library word. VOICE* gets the 

library norm square of a particular row which is closest to the norm 

square of the same row of the test word and stores the corresponding 

subscript in part of the two locations of the main file number, MNFLNR. 

This is done for every row of the test word. This means that when 

the process is complete, MNFLNR will have twelve numbers corresponding 

to the closest twelve norm squares of the library norm squares. This 

comparison process is performed by the instructions starting approxi

mately at location FMFLNR and terminating approximately at location 

SEARCHl . 

Once MNFLNR has been obtained, VOICE* compares MNFLNR to all the 

library file numbers. The memory map and format for these file 

numbers is given in Table 4 of the Appendix. If VOICE* does not find 

an equality between MNFLNR and any of the library file numbers, 

VOICE* will jump to NONE. NONE causes RSPONS to print out a message 

on the typewriter indicating the word spoken does not exist in the 

library. If VOICE* finds an equality between MNFLNR and one of the 

library file numbers, VOICE* gets the library word corresponding to 

its file number. A memory map of the library words is given in 

Table 5 of the Appendix. A particular library word is referenced 

by using the subscript of its corresponding file number. Once a 

particular word has been referenced, VOICE* begins comparing each 

element of the test word to each element of the library and checks 

for a time delay or advance in the word. If the difference between 



one of the elements of the test word and its corresponding element 

in the library word is greater than the value specified by DIFF, the 

library word is not considered close enough to the test word. In 

this case, VOICE* checks for a possible time delay or advance. If 

there is no time displacement between the test word and the library 

word, VOICE* continues through the list of file numbers to see if 

another file number is equal to ~1NFLNR. If VOICE* does find another 

file number equal to f·1NFLNR and all the corresponding elements of 

the test word and the library word are close enough, VOICE* proceeds 

to output the word. This indexing and selecting of the library word 

is done by the instructions starting at location SEARCHl and ending 

just before ACT. 
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VOICE* now picks the corresponding code for the selected library 

word. For the purpose of illustration, VOICE* is given a vocabulary 

of the letters of the alphabet. VOICE* selects the character to be 

output to the typewriter by using the index of the library file 

number corresponding to the 1 ibrary word \'lhich is close enough to 

the test word. The characters to be output must be in decreasing 

order with respect to their file numbers and not necessarily in the 

order indicated in Table 1 of the Appendix. After the character has 

been selected, VOICE* informs RSPONS where the code for the character 

is located. RSPONS then outputs the character on the typewriter. 

The instructions which contain the codes of the alphabet and inform 

RSPONS of the location of the character to be output are located in 

all the remaining locations of VOICE* starting at location ACT. 



The instructions which make up the typewriter driver called 

RSPONS are also given in Table 1 of the Appendix. Basically, the 

instructions for RSPONS are much the same as those for VOICE. The 

only differences are as follows: RSPONS assumes the output type

writer is on output channel two; the initial and terminal addresses 

of each output buffer are stored in the instructions of RSPONS by 

VOICE*. Once RSPONS has finished the output routine to the type

writer, it jumps to the routine VOICE which loads the next test 

word into memory. In this manner, the cycle continues until 

completed. 
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When this system is in operation and the main program has been 

initiated, the operator will wait for the panel light indicated in 

Figure 6 to be turned on. When this light is turned on, the operator 

will know that the input buffer has been activated on the channel to 

which the recognition hardware has been connected. This response 

also indicates the computer is ready for him to speak a word into 

the microphone. After the light has been turned on and voicing has 

been initiated, the light will be turned off in approximately 1 

second. This indicates that the allotted space for one spoken word 

in the computer has been filled, and VOICE* has started processing 

the \'/Ord spoken. The computer wi 11 accept no other voca 1 input 

until VOICE* has finished processing the word spoken into the 

microphone. After VOICE* has recognized the word spoken, RSPONS 

will cause the typewriter to print the \'Jord recognized. If the word 

spoken does not exist in the vocabulary, RSPONS will cause the 



typewriter to print a message to the operator that the word does 

not exist in the vocabulary. 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS 

The author believes that this voice recognition system design 

contains the maximum amount of hardware which should be employed by 

a voice recognition system. The extensive use of analog devices 

instead of digital devices offers a decrease in the delay time of 

the recognition hardware. The pitch normalization hardware used in 

this system design adapts the system to speakers with different 

pitch allowing a greater variety of speakers than in other systems. 

This design also reduces the amount of memory required to store the 

vocabulary of the system. This reduction is accomplished since the 

number of frequency bands examined is much fewer than the number of 

bands used in other voice recognition systems similar to the one 

implemented by Hunt and Coates [5]. As an example, when this scheme 

is compared to the one by Hunt and Coates, it can be seen that at 

least 60 percent less memory is required by the system described 

in this paper since the memory required for both schemes is directly 

proportional to the number of bandpass filters used. Not only does 

the system described in this paper require less memory than many 

other recognition systems, but it also demonstrates a drastic 

reduction in the cost of the system compared to systems utilizing 

banks of bandpass filters compared to the twelve filters used by 

this system. 

Since the operation of the hardware is relatively independent 
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of the software, almost any type of recognition algorithm amy be 

applied to this system design. This may be done provided the 

algorithm which processes the data input from the hardware was 

written keeping in mind that the information is a group of numbers 

representing the normalized energy content of each of the bands of 

frequencies specified by the bandpass filters. The algorithm 

included in this paper is by no means optimum software for the 

system. However, this algorithm should be sophisticated enough 

to recognize short, one-syllable utterances. More sophisticated 

software may be developed which could perform more detailed analysis 

of the data and therefore obtain a better recognition rate. The 

recognition rate of the system described in this paper may be 

increased to some extent by increasing the quantity DIFF2 in 

VOICE*. However, this increase in DIFF2 will result in a decrease 

in the recognition rate, since VOICE* may now select many more 

incorrect spectrograms until the right one is picked. VOICE* also 

does not check for a possible fast voicing. This is not a serious 

problem with a vocabulary of one-syllable words, since variations 

in voicing speed are much less noticeable t~an multi-syllable words 

during normal voicing. Since the vocabulary of VOICE* consists of 

one-syllable words, VOICE* should not have any problems with voicing 

speed. If multi-syllable words were included in the vocabulary of 

VOICE*, a scheme would have to be devised to enable VOICE* to look 

ahead a few sample times in either the test word or the library 

word before the test word is rejected if a particular column in the 
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test word was not close enough to the corresponding column in a 

1 ibrary word. 

A more sophisticated system could be derived from this voice 

recognition system design by making the new system programmable. 

In order to make the vocabulary programmable, a person would have 
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to speak a certain utterance which he desires to be in the vocabulary 

a number of times into the microphone. The new system would then 

obtain the average spectrogram from all of the "prograntning" spectro

grams of an utterance. This average spectrogram would then be stored 

in memory as a library \-lord. 

A "learning" algorithm could easily stem from this progranmable 

algorithm. The initial vocabulary for the learning algorithm could 

be either programmed as explained in the previous paragraph or it 

could be fixed as in the algorithm discussed in this paper. The 

difference would be in the additional blocks of storage in the 

computer arranged around each of the blocks used for the vocabulary 

spectrograms. In operation, the user would make an utterance as 

before. If the computer correctly recognizes the utterance spoken, 

the learning algorithm would store the spectrogram for the \~rd 

just recognized in memory in a block next to the spectrogram in the 

vocabulary which was recognized as being the utterance spoken. 

Although this new spectrogram takes up a new block of memory in the 

computer, it would have to be assigned the same file number as the 

utterance it would be associated with in the original library. If 

the next utternace spoken had a file number equal to this file 



number, it will be compared to this spectrogram. If the computer 

did not recognize the utterance spoken, the user could press a 

switch which would erase the test word from memory and reinitiate 

the algorithm. Instead of pressing a switch, a control word 

could be added to the vocabulary which, when recognized, would 

cause the algorithm to perform the same function as if the switch 

discussed above was pressed. Obviously, this control word should 

be correctly recognized by the system nearly every time it is 

spoken. In this manner, the computer would give depth to a library 

of utterances which would increase the recognition rate of the 

system. 

A price must be patd in recognition time for the increase in 

recognition rate of the system due to the larger, more sophisticated 

programs which must be used to obtain the increase in recognition 

rate. Unfortunately this system has not yet been completed. 

Therefore, the actual recognition rate of this system is not known. 

The algorithm derived in this paper is straightforward and has few 

interactions. This implies that very little time would be spent in 

the operation of the program and that the response time will be 

short while the recognition rate may not be as high as systans 

utilizing more sophisticated software. 

Although this system design utilizes a moderately sized 
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computer, the same techniques may be applied to smaller mini-computers 

supplemented with an operating disc system. A system of this type 

would be much more practical since the smaller mini-computer could 



perform the voice recognition and then relay the necessary infor

mation in machine language to a larger computer which would perform 

the desired action. This means that the larger computer would not 

have to be tied up with voice recognition most of the time. The 

larger computer would be used to perform the complex operations of 

the main program which would utilize its expensive operating time 

more efficiently. 

The applications for a voice recognition system which does not 

discriminate between speakers and has a high recognition rate along 

with a short recognition time are virtually unlimited. The author 

believes that the voice recognition system discussed in this paper 

holds great promise in fulfilling all of these conditions. 
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TABLE 1 

THE PROGRAM WHICH PROCESSES AND RECOGNIZES 
SPOKEN WORDS INPUT FROM THE VOCAL INPUT 

DEVICE 

ORG 1 OOB 
VOICE EXF 0 511508 SELECT RECOG HARDWARE 

EXT 7 510008 SENSE IF READY 
ENA 0 ALPHA+l OOD 
STA 0 58 STORE TERM 
EXF 5 ALPHA LOAD IN SPOKEN WORD 
REf·1 
REM VOICE* 
REM 
ENI 2 0 
LDQ MASK 
STQ MASKT 

COLMBl ENA 0 0 
STA 2 RNORM 
LIL 1 ALP 

SQSUM LOA 1 0 
SCL MASKT 
ARS 3 0 
STA PSQR 
MUI PSQR 
ADD 2 RNORt4 
STA 2 RNORM 

+ ISK 1 ALPHA+99D 
J~1P SQSUM 
LDQ MASK 
QRS 4 
STQ MASKT 
INI 3 4 

+ ISK 2 110 
JMP 0 COLMBl 
ENI 6 0 
ENI 4 0 
ENI 3 0 
ENA 0 
STA fvlFLNR 
STA MFLNR+l 
ENI 5 BLST 
SIU 5 SEARCH 
SIU 5 SEARCHA 
SIU 5 SEARCHB 

FMFLNR LIL 1 VOMAX 
LOA 2 RNORM 

SEARCH THS 1 ** 
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TABLE 1-Continued 

ENI 1 1 
SEARCHA SUB 1 ** DETERMINE WHICH NORM SQUARE 

STA TEMP IS CLOSER 
INI 1 1 
LOA 2 RNORM 

SEARCHB SUB 1 ** + THS 0 TEf~P 
INI 1 -1 IF DIST BET 2 LIB NORM SQ 
ENA 1 0 AR = PICK LARGER ONE 
ALS 3 0 Bl = NORM SQ INDEX 
ADD 4 MFLNR 
STA 4 MFLNR 
INI 2 1 
INI 3 BD 

+ ISK 6 50 UPPER OR LOWER MFLNR FILLED? 
JMP NOTFIL 

+ ISK 4 1 FILL NEXT LOC OF MFLNR 
JMP NOTFIL 
Jt4P SEARCHl 

OOTFIL INI 5 VMX 
SIU 5 SEARCH 
SIU 5 SEARCHA 
SIU 5 SEARCHB 
JMP Ff1FL~R 
REM 
LOA MFLNR 
LIL 6 VOMAX 
LIL 5 DIFF2 
SIU 5 ANEG2 
SIU 5 CKLAG 

SEARCH 1 EQS 6 WDFL1 WDFL1 = FIRST LOC OF UP FILE NRS 
JMP NONE WORD DOES NOT EXIST 
LDA t•1FLNR+ 1 WORD MAY EXIST 
SUB 6 WDFL2 CHECK LOWER FILE NRS 
AJP EXIST 
JMP NONE 

EXIST ENA 6 0 WORD MAY EXIST 
f~UI HUND B6 = NR CORRESPONDING TO 
ADD WD1 WORD REDOGNIZED 
SAU CHKWD 
LDQ MASK 
ENI 5 0 
ENI 4 0 
ENI 3 0 
ENI 2 0 
LIL 1 ALP 
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TABLE 1-Continued 
VEDIF STQ r~ASKT MEASURE DIST BET COL VECTOR 

LOA 1 0 OF TEST WORD AND LIB WORD 
SCL MASKT 
STA TEMP 

CHKWD LOA 3 ** LOAD VECTOR OF LIB WORD 
SCL MASKT 
SUB TEMP A = DIST BET COMPONENTS 
AJP N ANEG1 
SUB DIFF DIFF BET COMP ::> 0 
AJP N ANEG2 IF A~O LIB COMP IS CLOSE ENOUGH 

NXTVTR ISK 2 11 D A~O, CHECK NEXT COMP 
JMP VEDIST 

+ ISK 1 ALPHA+99D VECTORS ARE CLOSE ENOUGH 
JMP NXTV CHECK NEXT VECTOR 
JMP ACT LIB WORD IS CLOSE ENOUGH 

ANEG1 ADD DIFF 
AJP N ANEG2 
JMP NXTVTR 

VEDIST QLS 4 
JMP VEDIF 

NXTV INI 3 1 
LDQ MASK 
JMP VEDIF 

ANEG2 ISK 4 ** CHECK FOR POSS PHASE DIFF 
JMP L IBADV 
JMP LIBDLY 

LIBADV SIL 3 SAVPL 
+ ISK 3 990 CHK LIB WORD LEAD 

JMP NXTV+l 
LIL 3 SAVPL 

SIBDLY LIL 4 DIFF2 
CKLAG ISK 5 ** 

IJP 3 NXTV+1 CHK LIB WORD LAG 
IJP 6 SEARCHl CHK OTHER POSS NORM SQUARES 

NONE ENA OUTS WORD DOES NOT EXIST 
SAU ACTION 
INA 6D 
JMP RSPONS 

ACT ENA OUTA 
INA 6 0 
SAU ACTION 
INA 1 

RSPONS STA 6 STORE TERM ADD 
EXF 7 21 B WAIT FOR 6 INACTIVE 
EXF 21100B SELECT TTY OUTPUT ASSt1BL Y 

ACTION EXF 2 ** OUTPUT CHARACTERS 
JMP VOICE 
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TABLE 1-Continued 

REM 
REM TABLE 
REM 

ALP DEF ALPHA 
ALPHA BSS 100D 
MASK OCT 7777777777777760 
MASKT BSS 1 
SQR BSS 1 
PSQR BSS 1 
RNOR~~ BSS 12D 
VOMAX DEC 256 VOMAX = MAX POSS SIZE OF VOCAB 
VMX EQU vo~x 
TEMP BSS 1 
BLST DEF BLKST 
MFLNR BSS 2 
HUND DEC 100 
WDI DEF WRD1 
DIFF DEC 1 VECTOR NEIGHBORHOOD 
DIFF2 DEC 4 PHASE NEIGHBORHOOD 
SAVPL BSS 1 
OUTA TEL 1 QRLQA 

TEL 19RLQB 
TEL 1 QRLQC 
TEL 1 QRLQO 
TEL 1 QRLQE 
TEL 1 QRLQF 
TEL 1 QRLQG. 
TEL 1 QRLQH 
TEL 1 QRLQI 
TEL 1 QRLQJ 
TEL 1 QRLQK 
TEL 1 QRLQL· 
TEL 1 QRLQr4 
TEL 1 QRLQN 
TEL 1QRLQO 
TEL 1 QRL8P 
TEL 19RL8Q 
TEL 18RLQR 
TEL 19RLQS 
TEL 1 QRLQT 
TEL 1 QRL8U 
TEL 18RL8V 
TEL 18RLQW 
TEL 18RLQX 
TEL 1 QRLQY 
TEL 1 eRl ez 

OUTB TEL 59RL9W·ORO OOES NOT EXIST IN VOCABULARY 
END 
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TABLE 2 

ARRANGEMENT OF A WORD INPUT FROM 
VOCAL INPUT DEVICE 

,, 12 • • • 1100 
21 22 . • . 2100 
31 32 . • • 3100 
41 42 • • • 4100 
s, 52 . . • 5100 

61 62 • • • 6100 

71 72 • • • 7100 

a, 82 • • • 8100 

91 92 • • . 9100 
1 o, 102 . . • 1 o, 00 ,,, 112 • • • 11 100 

121 122 . . . 
/

2
100 

\ 
First memory Last memory 

location = ALPHA location = ALPHA + 99 
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TABLE 3 

MEMORY MAP OF LIBRARY NORM SQUARES 

111111
2 

111211 2 

1~311 2 

• 
• 
• 

• 
• 
• 

• 
• 

Ill 2111 2 

1112211 2 

• 

• 
• 

First location is BLKST 

11125611 2 is the smallest norm 
.of the norm squares for row 1 of all 
1 i brary words . 



TABLE 4 

MEMORY MAP OF LIBRARY FILE NUMBERS 

WDRLl 

• 

WDFL2 w2, l 

w2,2 

w2,3 

• 

W is of the form (F ED C B A). 1 ,X 

w2,x is of the form (L K J I H G). 
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NOTE: This table was constructed assuming the voice recognition 

system has a vocabulary of 256 words. The letters in W1 x and w2 ' ,X 

represent the index numbers and indicate their order as obtained 

from previous operations. 



TABLE 5 

MEMORY MAP OF SYSTEM VOCABULARY 

WRDl 1 21 31 • • 121 1 
12 22 32 • • 122 

• 

First word of vocabulary 
• corresponding to w1 • 

• 

1100 2
100 3

100 • 12
100 

11 21 31 • • 121 

12 22 32 • • . 122 

• 
Second word of vocabulary 

corresponding to w2 . 

• 

1100 2100 3
100 • • 12

100 

• 

• 
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